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Do you have an account with the social networking website such as Facebook or
Twitter? I recently registered an account with a social networking website, Facebook.
Initially, I felt nothing bad about the website, but as time went by, I realized that it is
not as perfect as I thought.
At the very beginning, I registered an account on Facebook just because I heard that it
was convenient to connect with others by online chatting, commenting on their wall,
pressing a like for their comments and so on. It seems like there are thousand ways
that we can communicate with each other, and yes, it did! Leisurely, I was a ‘veteran’
on the Facebook, and I started to play the game that the ‘friends’ invited me.
Seriously, there are lots of games available on Facebook, and they are almost free! I
was immersed in the games leisurely such as Happy Farm, Restaurant City and so on,
because the images in the games are so cute and adorable! I started to look for more
and more games!
Until a day, there was a friend who invited me to access to a website so as to play the
game. Once I clicked into the website, my anti-virus software popped up immediately
and said my computer was under attack. That was an undesirable message for me! I
have used computer for a decade and my computer had never been attacked by virus!
What was happening?
When m soul returned into my body, I saw that my Facebook was logged out. My
desktop was clean. There were nothing remained on the desktop, not even the recycle
bin. When I logged in to Facebook again, I saw that ‘I’ commented on my wall,
saying ‘Thank you for your privacy and my legendary hacking! My privacy? I had
typed almost all of my personal details including my phone number in the Facebook
setting! The days after, I received more and more cold calls on a single day, and
almost all of them could call me first and last name, even knew where I live.
The privacy is no more privacy for me. What they only didn’t know was my Hong
Kong ID card number, my only ‘privacy’.
Finally, I called a government department so as to block all of the cold calls, and I
decided not to call the police, because the hacker gave me an opportunity to buy a
new computer!
After the lesson that I learnt, I perceived that there are so many phishing websites on
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the internet, even on the Facebook. Moreover, I think I have to take more preventative
measures on my new computer, like upgrade my anti-virus software to premium
version. What is more, never will I type all of my details in the setting of every
website, not even my phone number. Back to the start, what an unwise decision I
made.

